Duane kicked the ball out; Belden caught it on the run, and made the first touch-down for Williams. Safford kicked a goal. The ball was now kept in the center of the field, each team playing a strong game, and neither gaining any decided advantage. Finally Dearborn made a beautiful running catch and kick, sending the ball to their line, and Bartlett forced Williams to make a safety. Score, Williams, 6; Tech, 2.

In the next half, Bemis took Dearborn's place as half-back. Dame and Taintor forced the ball forward, but Safford's run brought it back. On a kick by Bemis, Bartlett fell on the ball near their goal. Herrick passed to Bemis, who ran in and made a touch-down, amidst frantic excitement. Bemis then kicked a goal.

The ball was next in the center. Duane tackled Wells after a run. Ladd tackled their full-back, causing him to drop the ball, which Tracy picked up and made the second touch-down for Technology. Bemis kicked a goal under peculiar circumstances, the ball rolling over before his foot hit it. The spectators now thought the game was settled, and so were unprepared for Williams' fine play, which kept the ball in our territory for the remainder of the game. Richards got the ball on a fumble and rushed over our line. No goal from this touch-down. Then the ball was kicked near our line, and Duane was downed. Duane then kicked over the fence, which gave the ball to Williams, and Wells made a splendid rush, securing a touch-down and tying the score. The game was now very exciting, as the play was on or near our goal-line, and offered fine chances for Williams. The game ended with a good run by Herrick. Score, Williams 14; Tech 14.

This was the squarest and most interesting game that has yet been played. The referee, Mr. Kelley, of Harvard, was perfectly satisfactory to both sides. The rush-lines of both teams played strongly. For Williams, Wells, Johnson, and Bigelow were most prominent. For the Tech, Duane, Vorce, and Bartlett tackled finely, and the team-work was excellent.

Exposed to a trying situation.—A juryman.

Amherst vs. Technology.

Game called at 2.35. The ball was forced toward 'Amherst's goal, but rushes by Smith and Alvord regained some of their lost ground. After a series of rushes by the Amherst half-backs, and kicks by ours, Smith kicked the ball with the wind, and it was downed near our goal. Then a very peculiar succession of circumstances happened. Duane made three kicks, which carried the ball the length of the field. Each of these kicks was muffed by Amherst, and Ladd, Tracy, and Goodhue profited by their errors, Goodhue making the first touch-down for Technology. No goal. Phillips then kicked the ball from their twenty-five-yard line, and Devens made a touch-back. Rushes by Bartlett, Dame, Duane, and Bemis brought the ball back. Herrick passed to Devens, who ran in and made a touch-down. Next on a kick by Devens, and fumble by Amherst, Tracy made the third. Bemis was unable to kick goals, on account of the strong wind. Score at end of first half: Tech, 12; Amherst, 0. Amherst did not take advantage of the high wind, which was in their favor, and their rushing did not work.

In the second half Amherst kept the ball for some time, but was forced to relinquish it on four downs. Then Ladd made a fine run, and on being tackled passed to Herrick, who made a touch-down, from which Bemis kicked a goal.

It was plainly evident that their rush-line was completely broken up. The backs, Phillips and Nourse, still tried to rush through our line, but barely succeeded. Finally by their efforts the ball was forced by the center. Herrick then passed to Duane, who ran through their rush-line, and was not stopped until he was a few feet from their goal. It seemed as if every man on their team tackled him, but they were unable to prevent him from making the prettiest run seen on the field this year. Herrick made a long pass to Devens, who made the last touch-down. Final score: Technology, 22; Amherst, 0. In this half, at no time did the ball pass our twenty-five-yard line. Amherst was unprepared for the complete change.